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Awini, N. Kohala, Hawaii.
Govt. Lots.

Lot No.

Notes of Survey:

- beginning at a marked post at North East angle S. 61'62.5 ft. referred to the A wini Ref. Station,

this lot, the coordinates of said point being E. 11'8.6

I-S.13°04'8.4-E. 128.0 ft. along lot #2.

2-S.05°10'8.4-W. 335.0 " " "

3-S.29°54'8.4-W. 200.0 " " "

4-N.80°18'8.4-N. 101.0 " " "

5-S.31°05'8.4-E. 72.0 " " to marked post at S.E. angle

6-S.90°00'8.4-W. I538.0 " along lot #4" to marked post at edge of Honokeiki pali.

7-S.30°00'8.4-W. 728.0 " more or less, down the pali to middle of stream and S.W. angle, thence down middle of stream to North West angle the direct bearing and distance being

8-N.02°10'8.4-N. 1203.0 " to said N." angle.

9-S.75°16'8.4-N. 1083.0 " up pali of " Honokeiki gulch to S.W. angle, Or. 2497-Kaipuholo and Co.

10-S.75°16'8.4-N. 1153.0 " to point of beginning.

Reserving a 40 ft. roadway along lot #2, and containing a net area of 44.7 acres, more or less.

Surveyor.

May 1897.